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in september 2013, ubisoft announced that resident evil 6 would be released for the pc, making it the first mainline resident evil game to be released on the pc. it is a timed-exclusivity title, meaning the game is exclusive to the pc for a period of time. this was due to capcom
not wanting to lose out on the pc market to other publishers. a "specially packaged" version of the game was released in north america on the xbox 360, playstation 3, and windows on january 24, 2015, which included a bonus disc containing a new game mode titled
“resident evil: revelations 2”. the fourth and fifth mod (the fifth one was also sent by nr ;) makes naked ada wong,the magnificent bitch of the entire resident evil series. the first bares her to the waist, leaving her only panties, and the second takes even this piece of

clothing. ;) this woman looks all the same luxurious, both in clothes and without them. the qhd upscaled pre-rendered cutscenes mod tackles one aspect of this problem. the various pre-rendered cutscenes in resident evil 6 are given a bit of a facelift to make them appear
sharper. although it won't make the entire game prettier, it still offers a small improvement nonetheless. for story-driven video games, cutscenes are basically a fact of life. players who rewatch these scenes in older titles like resident evil 6 will undoubtedly be struck by their

dated nature. although they'll never be perfect, mods can at least improve the visual fidelity to some extent. 2. the development of resident evil 2 began just a month after the completion of the first game in 1996. the development of resident evil 1.5, as it would later be
called, reached around 60-80% completion before the game's producer scrapped the project cause it dull and boring. development restarted and the result was a very different game that was more cinematic and engaging than the previous effort.
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